Supplemental Figure 4. Recruitment of Piwi, Aub, or Armi to the reporter triggers production of piRNAs resistant to NaIO₄ treatment. A) Shown are profiles for all reads mapping exclusively to the reporter, normalized to all mapping to the DM3 genome in libraries cloned after NaIO₄ treatment of RNA. B) Reporter-derived small RNAs generated upon Piwi, Aub, or Armi tethering have a 1U bias. Shown are weblogos for all reads mapping exclusively to the reporter in libraries cloned after NaIO₄ treatment. C) Reporter-derived small RNAs generated upon Piwi, Aub or Armi tethering are not phased. Shown is the calculated 3’ to 5’ distance between reads mapping to the reporter (left) and reads mapping to 42AB (right).